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What is Revenant?
Revenant is a decentralized gaming ecosystem that makes the world of GameFi accessible to
all gamers, game developers, and investors.

Currently, the cryptocurrency market has had limited options for users who want to play,
invest, and launch projects in the GameFi and Play-to-Earn space. There are some platforms
that offer one or some of the many services people need, but not all.

However, Revenant’s decentralized gaming ecosystem combines multiple gaming services into
a single user-friendly platform that caters to gamers, game developers and investors.

What sets Revenant apart?
At Revenant we offer:

● Cutting edge blockchain gaming
● An intuitive launchpad to simplify fundraising for game developers
● An marketplace with utility-heavy NFTs for Revenant games
● eSports tournaments for gamers worldwide
● And much more waiting to be discovered!

https://www.revenant.gg/


Why Metis?
As the official home of Revenant, the Metis network offers several advantages, such as speed,
low fees, and, most importantly, opportunity. It provides all of the benefits of the Ethereum
network without any of the downsides. It is infinitely more scalable, faster and cheaper.

Metis is an early network with enormous potential. Currently, there are few gaming protocols
and none that offer both blockchain gaming and a launchpad.

And that’s where Revenant can help revolutionize the Metis network. As such, we feel that this
Layer 2 is the perfect foundation on which to build the most disruptive GameFi platform ever
seen.

The Bottom line
Revenant is a platform that is accessible for the masses. Whether you are a gamer looking for
the best crypto games, a game developer aiming to bootstrap your project, or an investor in
search of the next crypto gem, Revenant provides services for all aspects of GameFi.
In short, our mission is to provide real utility in the blockchain gaming space. Whether you are a
gamer, game developer, or investor, join Revenant and discover all $GAMEFI has to offer.

Where to find Revenant
Website — Twitter — Discord — Medium

http://revenant.gg
https://twitter.com/revenantgamefi
https://discord.gg/revenantgamefi
https://revenantgamefi.medium.com/

